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1.  The nuts and bolts of making a poster

2.  Presenting your poster

* What goes on a poster?

* What makes a good poster?



The nuts and bolts of making a poster

2.  Posters are, first and foremost, visual presentations

3.  Diagrams, figures, flow-charts and photos are the rule, not the exception

1.  Your poster is not a manuscript (really, IT ISN’T, despite what your boss says)

Basic concepts

4.  Text minimization (not making text smaller, just using it less!)



What do you put on your poster?



1.  Title (reel them in)

2.  Introduction (get them interested)

3.  Results (astound them with awesome data)

4.  Conclusions (tell them what it all means)

5.  Future directions (to infinity and beyond!)

THERE IS NO ABSTRACT!

What do you put on your poster?



1.  Title (1-2 lines)

2.  Introduction (<200 words)

3.  Results (<200 words)

4.  Conclusions (<200 words)

5.  Future directions (<200 words)

You are aiming for 800 words MAXIMUM on your poster

What do you put on your poster?



809 words total



Repeat after me…

Less is more!









Poster titles

* CyclinD1 and cdk4 contribute to glial tumor formation

* BMP signaling regulates developmental patterning

* Parsley is a promising new cancer therapeutic

* fMRI can determine neuro-anatomical regions involved in language

What is the central message of your work?

- this will form the basis for your title



Large font size

Catchy, provocative or emotive

Sentence case (not Title Case or ALL CAPS)

Poster titles



Example 1:  BMP signaling regulates developmental patterning

Example 2:  fMRI can determine neuro-anatomical language processing centers   

Putting the heart and head in place:  BMP signaling regulates patterning

Getting tongue-tied:  fMRI isolates neuro-anatomical language processing centers

Example 3:  CyclinD1 and cdk4 contribute to glioma formation

CyclinD1-cdk4:  a neurologically destructive cell cycle axis mediating gliomagenesis





What makes a good poster?

It’s attractive!

It’s not unattractive!



The central element of an attractive poster is…

Layout Layout

Layout

Layout



LAYOUT!

LAYOUT!



What do I mean by layout?

Figures versus text

Text sizing and font

Placement of figures and text

Spacing of data

Color scheme



What makes an attractive layout?

* MINIMAL amounts of appropriately-sized text

* Lots of diagrams, flow-charts, figures (this is the biggie)



Text sizing hierarchy

Largest font size – title (80-100)

* Should be visible from minimum of 6 feet away

Medium font size – section subheadings (50-60)

Small font size – text for sections, annotations on figures (25-40)

Smallest font size – acknowledgements, literature  etc. (15-25)

BE CONSISTENT!



Font analysis

Why should you care about

fonts?

curliques

Serif versus sans serif



Make your poster easy to read by getting the font correct

Cambria

Times New Roman

Serif fonts

Palatino

Sans serif fonts

Arial

Calibri

* Serif fonts are easier to read at small sizes

- use for body text

* Sans serif fonts are clear and simple

- use for titles and sub-headings



NEVER USE

EVER!
COMIC SANS.



What makes an attractive layout?

* Simplicity in design (although some complexity can be visually entertaining)

* MINIMAL amounts of appropriately-sized text

* Lots of diagrams, flow-charts, figures (this is the biggie)

- Arranged for easy readability

- Column format!



1 2 3



What makes an attractive layout?

* Simplicity in design (although some complexity can be visually entertaining)

* MINIMAL amounts of appropriately-sized text

* Plenty of white space

* Lots of diagrams, flow-charts, figures (this is a biggie)

- Arranged for easy readability

- Column format!





What makes an attractive layout?

* Simplicity in design (although some complexity can be visually entertaining)

* MINIMAL amounts of appropriately-sized text

* Plenty of white space

* Lots of diagrams, flow-charts, figures (this is the biggie)

* Appropriate use of color and shading

- Arranged for easy readability

- Column format!



Appropriate use of color and shading

Yellow on white - bad

* Muted shades or pastels work best as background colors

- enables foreground (with your data) to stand out

- too many bright colors make it hard to focus

Red on blue - bad Blue on red - bad

* Avoid the following combinations:

* Avoid picture backgrounds

- makes poster busy and distracting







Layouts come in all sorts of shapes, sizes and colors

DO NOT sacrifice readability!

Be creative, but…

Draft, re-draft, re-re-draft



Final tips and suggestions for layouts

* Do not bullet point or punctuate section headers 

- larger font and bolding should be enough

* Use italics or bolding to make text stand out, not underlining

- underlining is messy

* Annotate graphs directly on the graph if possible

- legends are to be avoided like the plague

* Large blocks of text – bad!

- no longer than 6 lines if possible

- use simple statements where possible



cdk4-/-

cyclinD1-/-

wild-type



Presenting your poster

* Science DOES NOT speak for itself – you need to do the talking!

- remember, you WANT people to speak with you (NETWORKING)

But how do I get someone to talk with me?



Step 1:  Have an attractive, clean poster with a catchy title

Step 2:  Curb appeal!

- wear appropriate clothing

- No chewing gum, sunglasses or hats

- Hands out of pockets

Presenting your poster

And for god’s sake, SMILE!!



They’re at your poster, waiting expectantly…now what?

* Develop two types of presentations for your poster

- DO NOT read your poster to them or use notes!

- only use the most relevant data to tell your story

2.  The 2 minute overview

1.  The 3-4 sentence overview

- what were you interested in

- what you found (use a single figure)

* Have booklet-sized versions of your poster to hand out



That’s it!

1.  “Pimp my Poster” Flickr group

www.flickr.com/groups/688685@N24/

2.  Other useful sites with poster design tips and examples:

http://www.personal.psu.edu/drs18/postershow/

http://www.writing.engr.psu.edu/posters.html

http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/

3.  Email me:  ciznadid@mskcc.org

http://www.flickr.com/groups/688685@N24/







